















Reaction-diffusion systems arise in continuous models for large
number of physical, bioligical chedmical and other systems.
Analytical and complementarily numerics of these systems have
surprisingly revealed diversity of complex spatiO-temporal patterns
occurring in re\‘acting-diffusing media. For instance, we can see tha
$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\dot{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{O}\cap$ -diffusion waves in chemical systems, nerve impilse
propagation in neurophysiological systems, cell-differentiation and
morphogenesis in biological systems and invasion of alien species in
ecological systems have been $\dot{|}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ investigated.
As aspecial project research year held in April $2000$-March
2 1, Research lnstitute -for Mathematical Sciences (RIMS) a
Kyoto University, we organized an international conference on
Reaction-Diffusion Systems: Theory and Applications, which was
held in February 5-8, 2001.
This book contains acollection of the papers which su $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{y}$ recent
developments of reaction-diffusion systems with theories and
applications. The individual authors of this book were participants
in this conference.
We would like to thank all of those who took pa in the project
reseach year, particularly the contributors in this conference.
Also, we thank Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (A) 12304006,
Grand-in-Aid for $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{c}\dot{|}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ $|\mathrm{R}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}$ on Priority Area (B)
11214101 .and Japan Association for Mathematical Sciences for
support of this conference.
M. Mimura (Hiroshima University)
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11:40-12:20 MlcMl Chlpot (University of Zurich, Switzenand)
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